Meet Klaycoat®.

Bringing bold uniqueness to the classic stateliness of brick.

Discover the possibilities at glengery.com

Amaze Matte
Finish every project strong, every time.

When you build with Glen-Gery Klaycoat®, color is more than just a finishing touch. It’s a focal point that takes any project from “okay” to “outstanding.” That’s inevitable when you have the opportunity to customize the color of your project in an unexpected way to meet any ask and exceed every expectation.

Style in every shade.

Embrace the liberating reality of being able to build with any color you can imagine—and ones you couldn’t.
Available in an unprecedented variety of colors (including customized iterations), Klaycoat® offers a world of new options to satiate your imagination when it comes to building with brick. Its permeable coating bonds to the surface of the brick and allows liquids and vapors to pass in and out without compromising the overall brick aesthetic.

**Details**

Suggested use: interior and exterior applications including walls, ceilings, archways, copings, custom projects, and more.

Available in 20 color variations and nearly unlimited custom colors. See the next page for color options, or visit glengery.com.

**Specs**

Klaycoat brick are available in a number of sizes and colors, including custom colors. Please visit glengery.com for more specific details.

**Trending Colors**

- Chalk White
- Peppered White
- Stone Grey
- Urban Grey
- Charcoal
The boldest way to color your world.

Klaycoat® brick is created in scores of colors yielding spectacular results that architects and designers can utilize to great effect—without going over budget, and in many cases, with a complementary body color. Not seeing the color for you? Not a problem. We can match and create any custom color.

Explore something unexpected with Klaycoat® and add instant visual interest to any (and, really, all) of your projects, from commercial to industrial to residential applications. If you’re looking for a bold way to bring modern attraction to any piece of architecture, Klaycoat is a standout way to do it.

Klaycoat in Custom Colors

Peppered White  Dark Pumice  Peppar Grass  Chalk White
Seaspray  Aluminum  Khaki Stone*  Stone Grey*
Sand  Maple  Rose Mauve  Crabapple
Artic Mist  Urban Grey*  Steel Grey  Battleship
Dusty Blue  Denim  Graphite  Charcoal*

*In stock products
Ahead of the curve.
Reach beyond the conventional in truly stunning ways.

Central Park style circa now.
Dark and light blends combine to comprise this New York marvel.
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Hue on the rise.
Aesthetics ascend new heights with Klaycoat.

Atlantic Plumbing at landmark prestige.
Stone Grey Klaycoat stuns in Northwest D.C.

Tone + Vision
COLORING POTENTIAL INTO REALITY.

Stone Grey Klaycoat

Hue on the rise.
Aesthetics ascend new heights with Klaycoat.

Tone + Vision
COLORING POTENTIAL INTO REALITY.